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Manipulation of the mouse genome to genetically
genetically engineered mouse models (GEMMs)
has provided powerful tools for understanding the cellular and molecular processes
governing development and pathogenesis and to discover disease-relevant
relevant targetable
pathways (1). Over the last decade, w
we explored the role of the AP-1
1 transcription factor
complex, formed by dimers
mers of Jun and Fos/Fra proteins, in homeostasis and disease using
a collection of AP-1-dependent
dependent GEMMs generated by state-of-thestate
-art transgenic and
Embryonic Stem (ES)-cell
cell technology. These include broad and tissue-specific
tissue
loss-offunction mutants of AP-1
1 as well as Doxycycline (Dox)-switchable
(Dox) switchable liver-specific
liver
gain-offunction AP-1
1 monomer and dimer mutant mice (2
(2-4). Specific examples will be
presented to illustrate how GEMMs can be generated and exploited to mechanistically
dissect the cellular and mole
molecular
cular events controlling inflammation, metabolism and
cancer, and how they can help identifying new prognostic biomarkers and therapeutic
targets,, in the context of a whole mammalian organism.
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